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Iceland to Dallas best S18 example of
multiple airlines starting a new route
Launching a new route is a brave move for any airline, as it
requires considerable investment and resources. Around half of
all new routes launched by airlines are on routes already served
by at least one other carrier, which has the advantage of
demonstrating that a significant demand exists and that the
airline wants to grab a profitable share of that market, either by
taking passengers from other airlines, or by stimulating new
traffic as a result of lower fares or better service.
A carrier entering an unserved market has the advantage of
being the only carrier on the route, but the exact demand for
that service will be less well known. Various forecasting
approaches and market research techniques exist to try and
reduce the uncertainty using a wide variety of data.
When two (or more) airlines think alike
Sometimes, an airline entering a market may provoke a rival
carrier to respond and also start serving the same market a
short while later. While analysing and reporting on this
summer’s new route launches across Europe, The ANKER
Report has noticed several routes where previously unserved
markets were started by more than one carrier.

served last summer that now have at least two airlines
competing head-to-head. An influencing factor here is that
some markets suddenly become desirable again, after having
previously been neglected. This has been seen in several tourist
destinations in northern Africa, notably Tunisia.
As a result the new route with the most new carriers in S18 is
between Brussels BRU and Djerba. After not being served at all
in S17, this summer the Tunisian destination is being connected
to the Belgian capital by no fewer than four airlines; Brussels
Airlines, Nouvelair Tunisie, TUI fly Belgium and Tunisair, with a
total of 10 weekly flights.
Another previously popular leisure destination in Tunisia,
Monastir, is now served from three German airports (Cologne
Bonn, Düsseldorf and Frankfurt) by three different airlines.
Condor and Nouvelair Tunisie operate all three routes, Tunisair
serves Düsseldorf and Frankfurt, and Eurowings has launched a
route from Cologne Bonn.
However, given the sector length and the number of weekly
frequencies being offered the route from Iceland to Dallas/Fort
Worth must rank as the most extreme example of multiple
airlines entering a new market virtually simultaneously.

Welcome

In this issue we take a closer look at
new routes that are started by multiple
airlines, with Reykjavik to DFW the
best example, launched by no fewer
than three airlines in S18.
There is also analysis of easyJet’s
Italian operations and Air Malta’s
recent network growth as it looks to
consolidate and expand its presence
from its home base. Plus a look at the
development of the busiest airport in
the Baltic region, Riga.
Possibly the most extreme case was the route between
Plus extensive new route news and Reykjavik KEF and Dallas/Fort Worth in Texas. Never previously
analysis, and seven country snapshots. connected by non-stop service, within the space of a fortnight
Not to mention an introduction to EATS the route was launched by three rival carriers; by WOW air (3weekly from 23 May), by Icelandair (4-weekly from 30 May)
- our new, free to download, European
and American Airlines (daily from 7 June).
Airport Traffic Statistics report. Enjoy!
Fast-expanding WOW air would appear to have driven the
process announcing the route in early September 2018. Local

Ralph Anker
rival Icelandair, possibly fed up with WOW air’s rapid US
ralph@anker-report.com expansion, responded quickly to announce its own service. Not
amused to see not one, but two foreign carriers arriving on its
patch in Texas, American Airlines responded in November by
announcing its own service with the benefit of its vast hub
connections at DFW. History suggests that not all of these
airlines will still be operating this route at the same frequency
by summer 2020.
Brussels to Djerba attracts four carriers
Using FlightGlobal schedules data for August 2018 and August
2017, The ANKER Report has identified multiple routes, not
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15 new routes with multiple carriers served at least daily
While the sudden appearance of three carriers on a route
offering a combined weekly frequency of 14 flights is very
unusual, that route does not hold the record this summer for
the new route with the most combined weekly frequencies
with more than one carrier involved. That honour falls to the
route connecting Ufa in Russia with Antalya in Turkey which
sees AtlasGlobal (12-weekly) competing with Onur Air (daily) on
a route that was not served in August 2017.
Among the top 15 new routes with multiple carriers, all of
which are served in total with at least 7-weekly flights, there
are three routes between Russia and Antalya. This can be
explained by the resumption of tourism between Russia and
Turkey, which had been seriously impacted after Turkey shot
down a Russian warplane on its border with Syria on 24
November 2015. Antalya actually appears four times in the
above graph as Corendon Airlines and Onur Air have both
begun services to Warsaw WAW this summer from the Turkish
resort destination.

continues on page 12
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easyJet growing Italian capacity by 14% in S18; Milan MXP is second
biggest base and Venice VCE welcomes 13 new routes in 2018
Italy is easyJet’s third biggest country market this
summer, well behind the UK but not far off second
placed France. With capacity growth of 14% expected
this summer it is also growing faster thane France (+8%)
and the UK (+4%). At an airport level, Milan MXP is
easyJet’s second biggest base, ahead of Geneva, London
LTN and Berlin TXL, but less than half the size of London
LGW. Three other Italian airports rank among easyJet’s
top 30; Venice VCE in 17th, Naples in 18th and Rome
FCO in 30th. In total, easyJet operates from 19 Italian
airports in S18, with Genoa and Ancona new for this
summer.
#1 in Venice with capacity up 23% in S18
Among the top four Italian airports, Venice VCE is
growing fastest with easyJet’s capacity at the airport up
23% this summer. This has been helped by the launch of
over a dozen new routes since last summer, with only
Budapest services having been suspended. Although
easyJet offers three times more seats from Venice VCE
than its nearest rival (Volotea) and more than four times
as many seats as third-ranked Alitalia, it only accounts
for 25% of total seat capacity at the airport.
Impressively, it is also the fastest-growing among the top
10 airlines at the Italian airport, which handled almost
10.4 million passengers in 2017, making it Italy’s fourth
busiest airport.
easyJet first started serving Venice when it acquired Go
in 2002, which was serving the airport from its base at
London STN. Flights from Go’s bases in Bristol and East
Midlands were then launched in W02 before easyJet
launched its own services from London LGW in October
2004. Berlin SXF service was added in May 2007, Belfast
BFS (November 2007), Paris CDG (February 2008),
followed by Lyon (April 2008), Naples and Rome FCO
(both in June 2009).
Venice became base in February 2016
By summer 2015 easyJet was serving Venice VCE from 15
airports across its network but had already launched
(and dropped) service to Lisbon, Madrid and Toulouse.
London STN service had also ceased at the end of S04,
while Bristol, East Midlands and Rome FCO flights were
also no longer operating. Despite this, Venice VCE
became easyJet’s 28th base in February 2016.
As a result, capacity grew by 43% in S16 versus S15 and
new routes were launched to Bordeaux, Copenhagen,
Edinburgh, Menorca, Mykonos, Olbia, Prague, Santorini
and Stuttgart with service being resumed to Bristol. For
W16 there were further new routes to Budapest and
Krakow.
In 2017 there were more route additions to Alghero,
Lille, Liverpool, Marseille, Palma de Mallorca, Tel Aviv
and Zurich. Which brings us to 2018 and even more new
routes. By the end of the summer season easyJet will
have added new routes to Bari, Bastia, Berlin TXL,
Brindisi, Cagliari, Catania, Corfu, Dubrovnik, Rhodes,
Seville, Split and Thessaloniki. It also resumed service to
Belfast BFS after almost a decade.
13 routes operated at least daily
This summer easyJet is operating 13 routes from Venice
VCE with at least daily frequency. Five routes are served
with two flights per weekday while London LGW is
served 4-daily. easyJet has a monopoly on five of its top
15 routes, notably to Berlin SXF and Naples. There is also
indirect competition on several routes from Ryanair’s
operations at Venice TSF. Despite offering flights to
some 34 destinations from Treviso this summer, the
airport is not a designated Ryanair base.
On the Gatwick route easyJet is up against British
Airways, which also offers 4-daily service in summer. On
the Catania route Volotea flies 15-weekly and Alitalia
daily, while on the Paris CDG connection Air France is
offering 37-weekly and Vueling 6-weekly.
Ancona and Genoa are new Italian airports for 2018
easyJet has added two new Italian airports to its network
in 2018, Ancona and Genoa. The former will shortly be
served from Berlin TXL (from 3 August) and London LGW
(from 27 June), both with 2-weekly service. Genoa is
linked to four easyJet bases in S18; Berlin TXL (starting
on 2 August), Bristol and Manchester (all 2-weekly) plus
London LTN (3-weekly).
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Austria: Traffic declines at the major ski airports of
Innsbruck and Salzburg dragged down overall traffic
growth at Austria’s airports in April to just under 1%.
With the demise of airberlin/NIKI all the leading airlines
registered capacity growth with easyJet leading the way
with seats up over 40% compared with last April.
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Bulgaria: Impressive growth once again at all three of
Bulgaria’s major airports driven by Wizz Air and Ryanair
who both increased seats by over 20%. Ryanair’s
Bourgas base opened at the start of S18 with the ULCC
operating a total of 16 weekly flights across 11 routes
this summer.
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UK: The earlier timing of Easter has impacted UK airport
traffic in April, with six of the top 12 airports showing a
year-on-year drop in passenger numbers. London STN
and Edinburgh were the only major airports to register
growth of more than 5%. Among airlines Aer Lingus and
Flybe cut UK capacity while Norwegian is still growing.
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Riga Airport is the busiest in the Baltic states; 13 consecutive months
of double-digit growth as airBaltic leads the way with new CSeries
Among the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania,
Riga has the busiest airport with 6.1 million passengers
using the facility in 2017. For comparison, Vilnius
handled almost 3.8 million passengers, Tallinn over 2.6
million and Kaunas almost 1.2 million. With a population
of over 640,000 and located on the Daugava River, the
city of Riga was a European Capital of Culture in 2014.
The city also hosted the Eurovision Song Contest in 2003,
the last time that the event was staged in a single
evening. It was also the year that the UK finished 26th
and last with zero points.
Rapid growth since joining EU
Latvia joined the EU on 1 May 2004. The year before, the
airport had handled just over 700,000 passengers.
However, with a now deregulated market, local carrier
airBaltic (which had been formed in 1995) began to grow
rapidly while Ryanair started serving the airport in
October 2004 from Frankfurt HHN, London STN and
Tampere.
After passing one million passengers in 2004, just seven
years later the airport broke through the five million
passenger milestone. At that point traffic levelled off and
slipped below the five million mark for the next three
years.
However, in each of the last three years the airport has
set new passenger records and finally passed the six
million passenger mark in 2017 when, traffic grew by
almost 13%. Starting in April 2017 and continuing
through to April 2018, the airport has reported doubledigit growth every month. The airport’s seasonality
profile follows a typical northern European airport
profile with a peak in July and August, and passenger
numbers in the off-peak period being just over half of
the peak month.
According to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data the
airport is expecting around 13% more flights this
summer, while seat capacity is up around 17%.
airBaltic leads way with almost 60% of seats
Riga-based airBaltic is the dominant carrier at the airport
accounting for around 58% of scheduled seat capacity
this summer, well ahead of Ryanair with 13%. Wizz Air
with around 7% of capacity is the only other airline to
have more than 5% of the Riga market. Both airBaltic
and Ryanair are growing their capacities at the airport by
almost 20% this summer.
With a fleet of some 30 aircraft, including nine of the
new Bombardier CSeries 300 aircraft (for which it was
the launch customer) and 12 Q400s, airBaltic serves over
60 destinations non-stop from Riga. Its longest sectors
are to Abu Dhabi (a route it only operates in winter) and
Almaty in Kazakhstan, which it launched this summer.
Ryanair serves 17 destinations
Although not a designated base, Ryanair serves 17
destinations from Riga in S18, of which four are new for
2018. Bourgas, Girona and Pafos are new destinations
from Riga, but the ULCC’s new route to Eindhoven will
go up against Wizz Air’s existing service.
Wizz Air itself serves a total of 12 destinations with Eilat/
Ovda in Israel being a seasonal, winter service.
Compared with last summer it has dropped its 2-weekly
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service to Liverpool but added a 2-weekly service to
Kutaisi in Georgia. Of its 40 weekly departures 14 are to
London LTN and five to Oslo TRF.
London and Moscow vying for #1 destination
Looking at scheduled seat capacity for this summer
Moscow SVO leads the way well ahead of Stockholm and
Helsinki. However, three different London airports (Wizz
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Air to Luton, Ryanair to Stansted and airBaltic to
Gatwick) all make the top 15, and when combined,
London capacity is only just beaten by total Moscow
capacity, as there are also flights to Moscow VKO with
Utair, in addition to the Sheremetyevo services operated
by Aeroflot and airBaltic. Looking ahead the only new
route announced for W18/19 is Ryanair’s new Edinburgh
service which replaces its existing Glasgow GLA route.
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Ireland: Solid growth at all Irish airports in May with Aer
Lingus and Ryanair both growing their home market seat
capacity by around 5%. Norwegian was the fastestgrowing carrier and already the fifth biggest.
Norway: Modest growth in May from the country’s four
busiest airports, of which Oslo OSL performed best with
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4.4% growth. Norwegian continues to close the gap on
SAS in the battle to be #1 in Norway. Widerøe’s capacity
was down almost 10% in May.
Romania: Bucharest leads the way in Romania with 9%
growth. Ryanair’s capacity fell by 4% after it closed its
Timisoara base at the beginning of S18. It will also stop
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all flights to Craiova and Oradea at the start of W18/19.
Wizz Air is bigger than Blue Air and TAROM combined.
Switzerland: Passenger growth of 6.6% in May across
Switzerland’s main airports contrasts with seat capacity
growth of less than 2%, suggesting a significant
improvement in load factor for airlines.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Aegean Airlines has added another four destinations to
its Athens network during the last fortnight; Cluj-Napoca
(2-weekly from 12 June), Genoa (2-weekly from 13
June), Palermo (up to 3-weekly from 21 June) and
Verona (2-weekly from 18 June). All four routes will only
operate until the end of September. They will all face
direct competition this summer, with Volotea serving
the three Italian routes either weekly or 2-weekly and
Wizz Air flying 2-weekly on the Romanian route.
Palermo is the only one of the four new routes which
will be flown using subsidiary Olympic Air’s Q400s rather
than Aegean’s A320s..

Aigle Azur began 2-weekly service between Marseille
and Beirut on 12 June using its A320s. Competition will
come from Air France which is re-launching its own 3weekly service on the route from the end of July. Air
France last served the route in S15. The route was
unserved in 2016 and 2017. Aigle Azur already serves
Beirut from Paris ORY (4-weekly). From Marseille the
carrier also serves six destinations in Algeria (Algiers,
Bejaia, Constantine, Oran, Setif and Tlemcen) and Dakar
in Senegal.
Air Algerie on 17 June launched its only new route to
Europe from Algiers in S18. On that day the Algerian flag
-carrier began 2-weekly service (Thursdays and Sundays)
on the 450-kilometre route to Valencia, which is already
served by Vueling with 3-weekly flights. The new route is
operated by the airline’s 737-600s, an aircraft not often
used for route launches, with SAS the last airline to
launch a route in Europe using the type at the beginning
of S17 from Stockholm ARN to both Krakow and
Munich. According to FlightGlobal schedules data Air
Algerie is operating around 4% more flights between
Algiers and Europe in S18 compared with S17. The
carrier accounts for around 47% of scheduled seat
capacity on routes between Algiers and Europe with
Aigle Azur (15%), Vueling (9%), Turkish Airlines (9%) and
Air France (7%) the next biggest carriers in the market.

Moscow SVO in Russia, resumed service to Antalya and
is also adding Izmir to its network from the end of June.
Air Canada Rouge chose 15 June as the launch date for
its new 3-weekly service connecting Montreal to Lisbon.
Operated with 767-300s the 5,250-kilometre route is
already flown up to 5-weekly by Air Transat. Air Canada
and its Rouge subsidiary will serve 16 destinations in
Europe this summer from Montreal, an increase of three
on S17. Apart from Lisbon, the Star Alliance carrier also
recently added Bucharest and Dublin service from the
Quebec airport (see Issue 18 of The ANKER Report). Air
Canada already serves Lisbon from Toronto (6-weekly),
along with Air Transat (4-weekly) and TAP Portugal (6weekly).

Air Europa has joined Iberia in connecting Madrid with
Düsseldorf. The SkyTeam carrier began 2-daily service
on Monday 18 June using its E190s while Iberia uses a
mix of A320s and A321s on its 3-daily service. Back in the
summer of 2015 both airberlin and germanwings
operated the route with 6-weekly flights, but for the last
two summers Iberia has had a monopoly on the route.
Air Europa already serves Frankfurt and Munich with 2daily flights. Air Europa’s only other new European route
from Madrid this summer is Venice VCE, which it
resumed at the beginning of S18 having last served the
Italian airport in S11.

Air Malta has been ramping up its network this summer
with Kiev KBP the airline’s latest destination. On 19 June
the airline began weekly (Tuesday) service from Malta
using its A320s. The 2,100-kilometre route faces no
competition. According to FlightGlobal schedules data
Air Malta previously served Kiev briefly in S13 and S15.

China Eastern Airlines added Sweden to its European
network when it introduced service to Stockholm ARN
from Shanghai on 16 June. The 4-weekly service will be
operated by the SkyTeam member’s A330-200s. This will
be the airline’s tenth destination in Europe served nonstop from Shanghai, after Amsterdam, Frankfurt,
London LHR, Madrid, Moscow SVO, Paris CDG, Prague,
Rome FCO and St. Petersburg. For Stockholm ARN it
becomes the airport’s second non-stop service to China
as Air China already serves Beijing with daily flights.

Delta Air Lines has launched its first non-stop flights to
Europe from Los Angeles since October 2015 when it
served London LHR. On 16 June the SkyTeam carrier
began serving Paris CDG (4-weekly) followed by
Amsterdam (3-weekly) the following day. These are of
course hubs for other SkyTeam members Air France and
KLM, both of which already provide flights to LAX from
their respective hubs. On the Paris route additional
competition comes from Norwegian and XL Airways
France. Delta will operate both routes using its longrange 777s.

easyJet set a new record on 22 June by launching its
shortest ever route, from Belfast BFS to the Isle of Man.
The 122-kilometre route breaks the previous record of
143 kilometres which is the route from Liverpool to the
Isle Of Man. The new Belfast service will operate just 2weekly on Mondays and Fridays.
From its base at Venice VCE easyJet has added four new
routes in the last fortnight; on 14 June to Bari (up to
daily flights), Catania (up to 14-weekly) and Split (3weekly) and to Belfast BFS (2-weekly) on 22 June.
Volotea already serves all of these routes (apart from
Belfast BFS) while Alitalia also offers flights on the
Catania route. easyJet is set to launch several additional
new routes from Venice VCE before the end of July, so
that by the peak August period it will be serving 43
destinations from Venice VCE in S18 compared with 32
in S17.

Air Arabia has expanded its European network from
Sharjah in the UAE with the addition of Bodrum in
Turkey. The 3-weekly service began on 13 June using the
LCC’s A320s. No other carrier flies the 2,950-kilometre
route. Air Arabia has increased capacity on European
routes by over 70% in S18 compared with S17. Apart
from Bodrum it has added new routes to Grozny and
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ASL Airlines France launched a new weekly service on
Thursday 14 June connecting Bordeaux, Strasbourg and
Oujda in Morocco. The 760-kilometre domestic link
between Bordeaux and Strasbourg is already flown 4weekly by Volotea. However, the 1,700-kilometre nonstop service between Strasbourg and Oujda is not flown
by any other carrier. ASL Airlines France also serves
Oujda non-stop this summer from Montpellier (weekly)
and Paris CDG (2-weekly).

Ernest Airlines expanded its Italian network with the
launch of six new routes from six different Italian
airports (Cuneo, Genoa, Milan BGY, Milan MXP, Rome
FCO and Verona) on either 21 or 22 June. Two of the
routes are to Bucharest, two to Lviv and one each to Iasi
and Ibiza. All routes will initially be flown 2-weekly or 3weekly using either an A319 or an A320. Four of the six
routes are not operated by any other airline though
Ryanair serves the Milan BGY to Ibiza route with 16weekly flights in the peak summer period. As a result,
Ernest will be operating 20 routes this summer involving
16 airports. Its busiest airport remains Tirana in Albania
which it serves from seven Italian airports.
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Latest European route news
Eurowings launched a new long-haul route from Munich
with the introduction of a weekly (increasing to 2weekly) service to Bangkok BKK on 15 June. Flown using
an A330-200 operated by SunExpress Germany, the
8,800-kilometre route is also flown on a daily basis by
Thai Airways using a 747. Eurowings’s long-haul
network from Munich this summer will comprise a total
of 10 routes involving just 15 weekly flights. In addition
to the Bangkok service, Fort Myers, Las Vegas,
Mauritius and Windhoek will all be served 2-weekly in
August, while Cancun, Montego Bay, Puerto Plata,
Punta Cana and Varadero will each be served just
weekly.

new routes will be flown by the airline’s A320s.
Azerbaijan Airlines competes on the two Baku routes,
Aegean Airlines competes on the Athens route and
Saudi Arabian Airlines competes on the Vienna route.

Doncaster Sheffield, the same as in S17.

evelop!, which is primarily a charter airline and which
recently celebrated its fifth anniversary, has begun three
scheduled routes between Spain and Portugal. It now
connects Menorca weekly with Lisbon and Porto and
Palma de Mallorca with Lisbon (also weekly) using its
sole A320. Iberia already operates all three routes either
weekly or 2-weekly while Vueling also serves the Palma
route 2-weekly. evelop! also operates an A330-200 and
two A330-300s for long-haul flights. According to
Flightradar24.com one of the A330-300s currently
operates several flights each week for Avianca.

flydubai now serves two additional destinations in
Europe. On 13 June the LCC began daily service from
Dubai to Catania using its new 737 MAX 8s while two
days later saw the start of 3-weekly service to
Thessaloniki in Greece. Although the airline faces no
direct competition on either route, Qatar Airways began
serving the Greek city from Doha at the beginning of
S18. This summer flydubai has increased capacity to
Europe by over 80% and grown its European destinations
to 25, including new routes to Dubrovnik, Krakow and
several additional destinations in Russia.
flynas has launched a number of new routes in the last
fortnight. From Riyadh the carrier has added service to
Athens (2-weekly), Baku (3-weekly), Tbilisi (3-weekly)
and Vienna (3-weekly). It also added 3-weekly service
from Jeddah to Tbilisi and from Dammam to Baku. All

Flybe has added a new domestic route between
Doncaster Sheffield and Belfast BHD. Launched on
Friday 15 June, the 340-kilometre route will be flown 5weekly (daily except for Tuesdays and Saturdays) for the
rest of the summer using the airline’s 88-seat E175s and
faces no competition. Frequency reduces to 4-weekly for
W18/19. This new Belfast BHD route replaces Flybe’s
service to Berlin TXL which ended on 11 June. As a
result, Flybe is still serving 10 destinations from
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Germania, which was profiled in Issue 10 of The ANKER
Report, added several new routes from German airports
in the last fortnight. From Berlin TXL it now serves
Samsun Carsamba in Turkey (weekly, competing with
Turkish Airlines) and Yerevan in Armenia (weekly) while
Düsseldorf gets a weekly link to Karpathos in Greece.
Münster/Osnabrück is now connected 2-weekly to
Thessaloniki while Nuremberg services have been added
to Bourgas in Bulgaria (2-weekly competing with
SunExpress Deutschland) and Monastir in Tunisia
(weekly, competing with Nouvelair Tunisie).
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Hainan Airlines became the first airline to operate a non
-stop scheduled service between China and Scotland
when it began a new route on 12 June. In an interesting
bit of scheduling the airline is operating Beijing-DublinEdinburgh-Beijing 2-weekly and also Beijing-EdinburghDublin-Beijing 2-weekly using its A330-300s. This is also
Dublin’s first scheduled service to China, though Cathay
Pacific Airways offers flights to Hong Kong, a route that
only launched at the beginning of June. Hainan Airlines
also serves Berlin TXL, Brussels, Manchester, Moscow
SVO, Prague and St. Petersburg from Beijing. However,
due to frequency reductions on several of these routes it
is actually operating fewer flights to Europe from the
Chinese capital than it did in S17. However, thanks to
new routes from Changsha (to London LHR), Shanghai
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Latest European route news
(to Brussels) and Shenzhen (to Brussels, Madrid and
Zurich) its total capacity from China to Europe in S18 is
up by around 27% compared with S17 according to
FlightGlobal schedules data.

Iberia Express has added a new seasonal service to
Mykonos in Greece from Madrid. The 2-weekly service
will operate until mid-September using the airline’s
A320s and faces no competition. Iberia Express also
serves Heraklion (2-weekly) and Santorini (3-weekly)
this summer from Madrid.
Middle East Airlines on 16 June began 3-weekly service
to Madrid from Beirut. The 3,500-kilometre route is not
flown by any other carrier and will typically be operated
by the airline’s A320s, though the first two flights were
performed using A330-200s. According to FlightGlobal
schedules data the last airline to offer service between
these two airports was Syrian Arab Airlines in March
2007. Middle East Airlines now offers flights to Beirut
from 13 European airports with Madrid the only new
route for S18. Its European capacity is virtually
unchanged for S18 compared with S17 with Paris CDG,
London LHR and Istanbul IST being the airline’s top three
European routes for seat capacity.

MyWay Airlines (IATA code MJ) has commenced service
from the Georgian airports of Tbilisi and Batumi to
Kharkiv in Ukraine. Both routes will be operated 2weekly using the airline’s 737-800s. Neither route is
served by any other carrier. Despite having launched
these services, the airline’s website is still a work in
progress with no facility at present to book flights. The
website claims the airline has four 737-800s though
planespotters.net only lists two at present. The Tbilisibased airline is supported by Chinese company Hualing
Group.

Norwegian launched three new routes from Oslo OSL to
Ibiza (18 June), Tirana (19 June) and Zadar (19 June). All
routes will be flown 2-weekly until 10/11 August. All
flights will depart the Norwegian capital after 22:30 with
return flights departing the destinations between 02:30
and 04:30. Great for aircraft utilisation, not so great for
passenger convenience. None of the routes face direct
competition. While Ibiza is also served by Norwegian
from Copenhagen and London LGW, Tirana and Zadar
are new destinations for the airline. Norwegian was also
supposed to launch its first transatlantic service (to Los
Angeles) from Milan MXP in mid-June. However, due to
engine issues on its 787-9 fleet the airline announced it
would be postponing the launch of this service until S19.
Pegasus Airlines launched 3-weekly service from
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Dalaman to Tel Aviv on 16 June. The 760-kilometre
route faces no competition and becomes the LCC’s third
international route from Dalaman, the other two being
weekly flights to London LGW and Manchester.

4% in S18 with new routes to Izmir and Malaga.

Primera Air started transatlantic flights from Paris CDG
on 21 June with the launch of 4-weekly service to
Boston. The following day it began 3-weekly service from
the French capital to Toronto. Both routes are already
served by other carriers with Air France (2-daily), Delta
Air Lines (daily) and Norwegian (4-weekly) serving the
Boston market. However, American Airlines, which
served the route in S17, has withdrawn from the market.
The Toronto route is currently operated by Air Canada
and Air France (both with daily flights) and Air Transat (5
-weekly). Primera Air is using one of its two A321neos
(OY-PAC) on the route. This aircraft had recently been
operating between London STN and New York EWR on a
daily basis. That route now reverts to a wet-leased 757
operated by US carrier National Airlines.
Following the recent launch of flights to Mykonos in
Greece, Qatar Airways continues to develop its leisure
network with the addition of three new routes from
Doha to Antalya (2-weekly from 13 June), Bodrum (2weekly from 12 June) and Malaga (4-weekly from 13
June). The shorter Turkish routes will operate with A320s
while the longer Malaga route (5,400 kilometres) will be
flown using the carrier’s 787-8s until mid-September.
None of these routes are currently served by any other
carrier.

Ryanair chose 15 June as the start date for its latest
domestic route in Greece. The ULCC now connects
Athens and Heraklion 4-weekly using its 737-800s. The
route is already very well served by Olympic Air (52weekly), Sky Express (22-weekly), Volotea (10-weekly)
and Ellinair (8-weekly). Volotea has also started
operating the route this summer (on 26 April).
S7 Airlines added Stockholm ARN to its St. Petersburg
network on 10 June with the introduction of a 2-weekly
(Wednesdays and Sundays) service. The oneworld carrier
will operate the route until early September using its
E170s and faces competition from SAS, which operates
the route 9-weekly this summer. S7 Airlines has been
massively expanding its western European network from
St. Petersburg this summer. Last summer it only served
Berlin TXL, but this summer it has added three
destinations in Italy (Olbia, Pisa and Verona) as well as
Alicante, Copenhagen, Stockholm ARN and Pula.

Saudi Arabian Airlines has returned to Vienna. On 16
June the carrier resumed service to the Austrian capital
with non-stop service from Riyadh using its A320s. The 4
-weekly service will compete with the 3-weekly service
from flynas which also started during the last fortnight
(see page 7). The last time Austria and Saudi Arabia were
connected with non-stop service was in December 2009
when both Austrian Airlines and Saudi Arabian Airlines
connected Riyadh and Vienna. According to FlightGlobal
schedules data Saudi Arabian Airlines’s capacity from
Riyadh to Europe is up 16% in S18 compared with S17
with additional new routes to Izmir, Malaga and
Moscow VKO. Capacity to Europe from Jeddah is up just
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Scoot launched its second route to Europe on 20 June
with the introduction of 4-weekly flights from Singapore
to Berlin TXL. It will use its 787-8s to operate the 9,400kilometre route. This is the first time that the German
capital has been connected to Singapore with non-stop
flights. Scoot’s other European route is to Athens, which
it also serves 4-weekly.

SmartWings has added some new sectors for the
summer season. On 10 June it began weekly service
between Lyon and Rhodes (competing with Aegean
Airlines and TUI fly Belgium) followed on 11 June by 2weekly service between Kosice and Larnaka. Then, on 13
June, it began 3-weekly service between Bratislava and
Catania. SmartWings now serves six destinations from
Kosice (the others being Bourgas, Heraklion, Lamezia
Terme, Palma de Mallorca and Rhodes) while from
Bratislava its network now comprises 11 destinations.
SunExpress, the joint venture carrier created by Star
Alliance members Lufthansa and Turkish Airlines, is
growing its international capacity by around 12% this
summer with 17 new routes from Turkish airports spread
across 13 airports. London LTN is the biggest beneficiary
with four new routes to Ankara, Antalya, Bodrum and
Gaziantep complementing the airline’s existing service
to Izmir. The Ankara route becomes the first regular non
-stop service between the UK and the Turkish capital
since Turkish Airlines flew to London STN in October
2011.

TAP Portugal began serving Florence on 10 June from its
main Lisbon base. The 1,800-kilometre route will be
served 10-weekly using E190s operated by Portugalia.
No other carrier operates the route. This becomes TAP’s
fifth destination in Italy as it already serves Rome FCO (5daily), Milan MXP (4-daily), Venice VCE (2-daily) and
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Latest European route news
Bologna (daily). For a more detailed analysis of TAP’s
recent growth see Issue 18 of The ANKER Report.

international route from Bodrum this summer after
Kuwait City.

TAROM began a new domestic route on 11 June when it
started service between Cluj-Napoca and Iasi. The 300kilometre route will be flown 3-weekly (Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays) using the airline’s ATR 72s. The
route was previously served by Blue Air between
October 2016 and February 2018 with up to 4-weekly
flights using 737s. The road journey between the two
Romanian cities takes around six-and-a-half hours
according to The AA.

Vueling has added two new routes, one each from Ibiza
and Malaga. On 14 June the LCC began 2-weekly flights
between Malaga and Algiers, a route not served by any
other carrier. Vueling already serves Algiers from
Alicante (daily), Barcelona (13-weekly), Marseille (daily)
and Valencia (3-weekly). A week later, on 21 June,
Vueling launched 6-weekly flights between Ibiza and
Paris CDG, a route it last served in S10.

Turkish Airlines launched flights to Moroni in the
Comoros Islands on 18 June. Located in the Indian Ocean
near Madagascar and Mozambique, Moroni will be
served 3-weekly from Istanbul IST by the Star Alliance
carrier via Mahé in the Seychelles usually using an A330200, though the inaugural flight was operated by an
A330-300. Elsewhere on Turkish Airlines’s global
network, the carrier introduced a new, seasonal, 2weekly service on 13 June from Bodrum to London LGW
using its 737-800s. This is just the airline’s second

Wizz Air launched six new routes from its Katowice base
between 17 and 22 June. There are new 2-weekly
services to Faro, Kharkiv, Malaga, Podgorica and Porto
plus a 4-weekly service to Memmingen. In March Wizz
Air had also resumed service to Athens and begun flights
to Lviv. However, there have also been some route
closures since last summer to Belfast BFS, Lanzarote,
Maastricht and Paris BVA. As a result, Wizz Air’s
network from Katowice this summer comprises 41
routes, up from 37 in S17. This summer, Wizz Air
accounts for just under 60% of all scheduled seat
capacity at Katowice and, helped by the new routes, its
capacity at the airport is up 19% compared with S17.
Wizz Air has recently launched two new routes from its
Kiev IEV base. On 21 June the ULCC began 2-weekly
flights to Lisbon and 3-weekly flights to Tallinn. No other
airline links either Kiev airport to Lisbon. However,
Nordica links Tallinn to both Kiev KBP and Kiev IEV. Wizz
Air will launch an additional new route from Kiev IEV to
Berlin SXF on 1 July and will also move its Frankfurt HHN
service to Frankfurt FRA. In total Wizz Air will serve 22
destinations from Kiev IEV in S18 and capacity will be up
almost 90% compared with S17. The carrier accounts for
around 46% of the airport’s scheduled seat capacity in
S18 up from 34% in S17.
Wizz Air launched four new routes from its Romanian
base in Sibiu on 21/22 June. This has been achieved by
basing a second A320 at the airport. Basel and Frankfurt
HHN will be served 2-weekly with Copenhagen and Paris
BVA getting 3-weekly service. Brussels CRL service began
on 24 April while 2-weekly service to Tel Aviv begins on
14 July. Wizz Air will serve 11 destinations in all from
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Sibiu this summer, the others being Dortmund, London
LTN, Madrid, Memmingen and Nuremberg. Wizz Air will
increase its scheduled capacity at Sibiu by almost 80%
this summer, giving it around 57% of seats at the airport
in S18 compared with 45% in S17.
Wizz Air officially opened its base in Vienna on 14 June.
Although it has been serving the airport from Gdansk,
Tuzla and Varna since the end of April, this was using
aircraft based at other airports. Now the carrier has a
single A320 at the Austrian airport and has launched five
new routes to Bari, Malta, Rome FCO, Tel Aviv and
Valencia. Rome will be served daily and will face
competition from Eurowings (19-weekly) and Vueling
(10-weekly). The four other new routes will all be served
either 3-weekly or 4-weekly. Tel Aviv is already well
served by Austrian Airlines (18-weekly) and El Al (11weekly), with Air Malta offering 8-weekly service on the
Malta route.

Across the rest of the Wizz Air network, the airline also
started new routes between London LTN and Bratislava
(daily from 20 June), Warsaw WAW and Podgorica (2weekly from 18 June), and Tuzla and Karlsruhe/BadenBaden (also 2-weekly from 18 June). The Bratislava
route will compete indirectly with Ryanair’s 12-weekly
service from London STN. LOT Polish Airlines serves
Podgorica from the Polish capital with 6-weekly flights, a
route the Polish flag-carrier began last May. Wizz Air
now serves 15 destinations from Tuzla this summer. Last
year the airport handled over 535,000 passengers, an
increase of 72% on its 2016 figure.
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Air Malta fleet reaches double figures with first A320neo; seats up
35% in S18 as airline fights to reclaim #1 status in Malta from Ryanair
Air Malta is the flag-carrier for the Mediterranean island
of Malta and operates a fleet of just 10 aircraft, the
newest of which joined the airline this month. Not one
of Europe’s more profitable airlines, in its most recently
published annual report (for year ending 31 March 2017)
the flag-carrier reported a loss of €13.1 million
compared with a €4.4 million loss the year before.
Since 2004 it has consistently carried between 1.5 and
1.8 million passengers from its home airport in Malta. Up
until 2010 it accounted for more than half of the
passengers travelling through Malta Airport. However,
while Air Malta’s passenger numbers have remained
virtually unchanged since 2010, the number of
passengers travelling on other airlines to and from Malta
has almost trebled from 1.6 million to 4.3 million.
Ryanair now bigger than Air Malta in Malta
Maybe not surprisingly the driver of growth at the
airport has been Ryanair, which made Malta a
designated base in May 2010. Until then it had served
the airport from 11 of its other bases, having first started
service to the island in late October 2006 from London
LTN and Pisa. Already in 2007 Ryanair became Malta’s
second busiest airline. Once the airport became a base
the ULCC’s network grew rapidly.
In 2013 Ryanair handled over one million passengers in
Malta and in 2016 it overtook Air Malta as the airport’s
busiest airline. This summer it is offering non-stop flights
to over 50 destinations including 13 destinations not
served last summer (Aberdeen, Barcelona, Belfast BFS,
Bratislava, Brussels CRL, Gothenburg, Naples, Paris BVA,
Pescara, Porto, Riga, Seville and Tallinn), though it has
also dropped service to Trapani and Brussels BRU.
Air Malta fighting back in S18 with 13 new routes
Despite Ryanair’s significant network expansion its
actual seat capacity is only up around 12% this summer.
Thanks in part to the recent addition of the airline’s first
A320neo (it also operates eight A320s and one A319), Air
Malta is increasing its summer capacity by a massive
35%. The airline’s network for this summer now
comprises 36 destinations of which 13 were not served
last summer.
Frankfurt flights, which were dropped in April 2017,
returned at the start of the W17/18 season while Comiso
services were launched in mid-December. Located on
the Italian island of Sicily, the route is just 120 kilometres
in length. For S18 Air Malta has started 11 new routes;
Bucharest, Cagliari, Casablanca, Kiev KBP, Lisbon, London
SEN, Malaga, Manchester, St. Petersburg, TarbesLourdes and Venice VCE, though some of these have
been served before.
As a result, based on scheduled seat capacity, Air Malta
has moved ahead of Ryanair this summer, by less than
1%. However, given Ryanair’s famously high load factors
it seems likely that it will still carry more passengers in
S18 than Air Malta.
Air Malta’s fightback started last year with the
introduction of new Go Light fares which are aimed at
passengers travelling only with hand luggage. The airline
even issued a press release in February revealing that
year-on-year passenger numbers were up 18% in
November, 24% in December and 22% in January.
London and Paris are leading markets
Looking at the airline’s leading routes as measured by
ASKs (which takes into account sector length) Air Malta’s
biggest route is London LHR. With Gatwick and Southend
also making the top 15 by this metric, London is clearly a
critical market. With daily flights to both Paris airports
the French capital is arguably the airline’s second most
important market.
London is an intensely competitive market. Although Air
Malta is the only airline serving Heathrow, from Gatwick
there is competition from British Airways, easyJet,
Thomas Cook Airlines and TUI Airways. Ryanair flies from
Luton and Stansted, easyJet from Southend and
Jet2.com from Stansted.
Looking ahead, Air Malta recently announced it would
launch new, weekly, scheduled flights this winter from
Hamburg and Leipzig in partnership with German tour
operator FTI. Both routes have operated occasionally as
charter flights in the past.
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Hungry for airport traffic data? Then welcome to EATS - regularly
updated European Airport Traffic Statistics available as a download
Regular readers of The ANKER Report will be familiar
with the fortnightly update of traffic statistics for
European airports that are normally provided towards
the back of each issue. However, since airports and
government authorities release these figures at different
times throughout the month, I have decided to change
the way in which the data is made available.
Starting this week, you will be able to download 2018
traffic figures for over 400 airports from The ANKER
Report website - www.anker-report.com - just
underneath the latest issue of The ANKER Report itself.
May passenger data for over 200 airports
The pdf file, which shows monthly traffic for all months
in 2018, year-on-year change, as well as year-to-date
figures, will be updated regularly, as and when new
airport data becomes available. So check back regularly
so as not to miss the most comprehensive source of up
to date traffic statistics for Europe’s airports.
In the current update (as of 22 June) there are passenger
numbers for January, February, March and April for over
400 European airports as well as May data for well over
200 airports.
Russia and Turkey lead summer seat growth
As the peak summer period for air travel approaches,
The ANKER Report has analysed the latest schedule data
for airlines across Europe to identify which airports will
likely welcome the biggest volume increase in
passengers across July and August combined.
Two airports are significantly ahead of all others; Antalya
in Turkey and Russia’s Moscow SVO. Both airports are
expecting over 900,000 additional seats to be operated
across the 62 days that comprise July and August.
However, due to their relative sizes, Antalya’s seat
growth of almost 44% is more than double the capacity
growth in percentage terms at Sheremetyevo (+22%).
Turkey and Russia both have a second airport among the
top 15 as well; Istanbul SAW and Moscow VKO. Spain is
the only other country with two airports represented
(Barcelona and Madrid), with nine further countries each
having a single fast-growing airport; Czech Republic,
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Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Netherlands and Poland. The UK just misses out with
London STN in 16th place with an additional 251,000
seats during the summer peak.
The inclusion of Vilnius is a little artificial, as the airport
was closed for some weeks last summer to allow for
runway works to take place. During that time many
flights diverted to Kaunas instead.
Moscow DME sees biggest reduction in seats
A total of seven airports are registering capacity
reductions of more than 100,000 seats in July and August
combined. While Sheremetyevo and Vnukovo make the
top 15 for growth, Moscow DME is seeing a reduction of
almost 321,000 seats which represents a downturn of
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almost 10%. Birmingham (down 193,000) and Düsseldorf
(down 185,000) are Domodedovo’s nearest rivals, while
Kaunas (down 150,000), Trapani (down 127,000), Milan
Linate (down 120,000) and Hamburg (down 118,000) are
the other airports to see the biggest volume cuts in
passenger seats.
Vilnius, Moscow ZIA and Oulu double summer seats
Among Europe’s top 300 airports by summer seat
capacity, there are three airports reporting growth of
over 100%. Apart from Vilnius, Moscow ZIA (+170%) and
Oulu (+118%) will see capacity more than double.
Seat growth of over 50% is also expected at Samsun
Carsamba (+94%), Alanya-Gazipasa (+77%), Nizhnekamsk
(+73%), Sibiu (+63%) and Rostov-on-Don (+52%).
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Belin TXL sees several new competitive routes
Some of the new routes are not necessarily new city-pairs
but are new airport-pairs. This can happen between major
cities which have multiple airports. So while Aigle Azur
(daily) and easyJet (9-weekly) have both launched new
routes between Paris ORY and Berlin TXL, the Paris-Berlin
market is already well served by Air France operating
between Paris CDG and Berlin TXL. In August 2017 the
cities were also connected by airberlin and germanwings
flying between Paris CDG and Tegel.
Berlin TXL appears twice more in this list of new routes.
Service to Graz in Austria was launched by both SkyWork
Airlines (6-weekly from 28 March) and easyJet (3-weekly
starting on 4 August). Graz was last connected to the
German capital by airberlin in early June 2017, so although
the route appears new when comparing August 2018 with
2017 the route was not served for just nine months.
The route between Berlin TXL and Venice VCE is a bit
different. Again airberlin served the market but this time
only until the end of March 2015. Alitalia had entered the
market in December 2014 and continued to fly the route
until early February 2017. easyJet then launched the route
in early May as part of its Berlin TXL base and will operate
daily from August. SunExpress Deutschland is only
scheduled to operate the route six times, but one of those
is during the peak August week used for this analysis.
Long-haul routes to Cleveland, Kigali and Riyadh
Another interesting case is the route between Brussels and
Kigali in Rwanda. Brussels Airlines did serve this route in
August 2017 but via either Bujumbura in Burundi or
Entebbe in Uganda. According to FlightGlobal schedules
data Rwandair began non-stop service between Brussels
and Kigali at the end of October 2017, though it had begun
non-stop service between Kigali and Brussels earlier in the
summer in July. However, during July the Brussels-Kigali
service had operated via London LGW.
The 770-kilometre French domestic sector between
Marseille and Caen appears not to have been served
before but this year HOP! began flights on 23 February
using 50-seat ERJ-145s (initially operating 4-weekly but
increasing to 5-weekly from August) followed on 20 April multiple carriers in S18. Service to Cleveland in Ohio was
launched from Reykjavik KEF by both WOW air (4-weekly)
by Volotea beginning 2-weekly service using 717s.
and Icelandair (5-weekly) in May, while the Saudi Arabian
Two other new long-haul routes have also attracted
capital of Riyadh is now connected to the Austrian capital

of Vienna by both flynas (3-weekly) and Saudi Arabian
Airlines (4-weekly). The two capitals were last connected
by non-stop service in December 2009, by both Austrian
Airlines and Saudi Arabian Airlines.

Airports with three or more new European routes with competition in S18
Airport

#

New routes in S18 with more than one carrier (Carriers, weekly frequency in August 2018)

Antalya

11

Belfast BFS (Jet2.com 1, Thomas Cook Airlines 1), Bucharest (Corendon 1, SunExpress 1), Debrecen (Corendon 1, Travel Service Hungary 1), Edinburgh
(Jet2.com 1, Thomas Cook Airlines 1), Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden (Corendon 1, TUI fly 1), Krasnodar (AtlasGlobal 4, Corendon 3), Poznan (Onur Air 3, Corendon 1), Ufa (AtlasGlobal 12, Onur Air 7), Voronezh (AtlasGlobal 6, Onur Air 2), Warsaw WAW (Corendon 5, Onur Air 4), Wroclaw (Onur Air 2, Corendon 1)

Monastir

6

Cologne Bonn (Condor 1, Eurowings 1, Nouvelair Tunisie 1), Düsseldorf (Nouvelair Tunisie 3, Condor 2, Tunisair 1), Frankfurt (Condor 2, Nouvelair Tunisie 1,
Tunisair 1), Katowice (Nouvelair Tunisie 3, Travel Service Polska 1), Munich (Nouvelair Tunisie 2, Tunisair 2), Nuremberg (Germania 1, Nouvelair Tunisie 1)

Varna

5

Helsinki (Finnair 1, Norwegian 1), Manchester (Thomas Cook Airlines 1, TUI Airways 1), Moscow VKO (Pobeda 6, Yakutia 1), Poznan (Bulgaria Air 1, Travel
Service Polska 1), Wroclaw (Travel Service Polska 2, Bulgaria 1)

Athens

4

Basel (Aegean Airlines 2, easyJet 2), Billund (Primera Air 1, Ryanair 1), Cluj-Napoca (Aegean Airlines 2, Wizz Air 2), Verona (Aegean Airlines 2, Volotea 2)

Berlin TXL

4

Graz (SkyWork Airlines 6, easyJet 3), Gaziantep (Germania 1, Turkish Airlines 1), Paris ORY (easyJet 9, Aigle Azur 7), Venice VCE (easyJet 7, SunExpress
Deutschland 1)

Copenhagen

4

Alanya-Gazipasa (SAS 2, Corendon 1), Amman (Royal Jordanian 3, Norwegian 2), Bodrum (Danish Air Transport 1, Primera Air 1), Kos (Primera Air 1, TUI fly
Nordic 1)

Munich

4

Monastir (Nouvelair Tunisie 2, Tunisair 1), Mytilene (Astra Airlines, Germania 1), Sharm El-Sheikh (Air Cairo 1, Germania 1), Tivat (Montenegro Airlines 2,
Eurowings 1)

Belfast BFS

3

Antalya (Jet2.com 1, Thomas Cook Airlines 1), Malta (Ryanair 2, Jet2.com 1), Naples (easyJet 2, Jet2.com 1)

Berlin SXF

3

Adana (Pegasus Airlines 2, Germania 1), Hurghada (Germania 2, Corendon 1), Marsa Alam (Germania, Corendon 1)

Bodrum

3

Copenhagen (Danish Air Transport 1, Primera Air 1), Newcastle (Jet2.com 1, Thomas Cook Airlines 1), Poznan (Travel Service Polska 2, Onur Air 1)

Bourgas

3

Gdansk (Bulgaria Air 1, Travel Service Polska 1), Hannover (Condor 2, SunExpress Deutschland 1), Wroclaw (Bulgaria Air 1, Travel Service Polska 1)

Enfidha

3

Birmingham (Thomas Cook Airlines 1, TUI Airways 1), London LGW (Thomas Cook Airlines 4, TUI Airways 1), Manchester (Thomas Cook Airlines 3, TUI
Airways 1)

Frankfurt

3

Brindisi (Ryanair 3, Condor 1), Monastir (Condor 2, Nouvelair Tunisie 1, Tunisair 1), Rijeka (Condor 2, Ryanair 1)

Hurghada

3

Basel (Al Masria 1, Corendon 1), Berlin SXF (Germania 2, Corendon 1), Bristol (Thomas Cook Airlines 1, TUI Airways 1),

Marseille

3

Caen (HOP! 5, Volotea 2), Lyon (ASL Airlines 1, HOP! 1), Beirut (Air France 3, Aigle Azur 2)

Poznan

3

Antalya (Onur Air 3, Corendon 1), Bodrum (Travel Service Polska 2, Onur Air 1), Varna (Bulgaria Air 1, Travel Service Polska 1)

Wroclaw

3

Antalya (Onur Air 2, Corendon 1), Bourgas (Bulgaria Air 1, Travel Service Polska 1), Varna (Travel Service Polska 2, Bulgaria Air 1)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for week in August 2018 and August 2017.
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